I. INTRODUCTION
With the development in the technology of computer and communication, it's believed that the three-dimension video display will be the next natural and logical development in the video display society [1] [2] , which provide a more natural visual experience in immersion and threedimensional sense than the traditional two-dimension display. FVV (Free Viewpoint Video) or FTV (Free Viewpoint Television) and 3D-TV are the main applications of three-dimension video.
Other than the three-dimensional sense, another characteristic of FTV is interactivity, which let users can choose the viewpoint freely [3, 4] and enable users a more natural visual home entertainment experience. Multi-view video is captured by a set of cameras arranged on different positions of the same scene, which leads to the generation of mass video streams .However, restricted to transmission bandwidth, we cannot transmit all viewpoints video. To efficiently storage and transmission of the data, the common solution is the IBR (Image-Based Rendering)
technology [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 34] ,which generates video of new viewpoint only by some reference views, and can reduce the data needed for storage and transmission.
Stereoscopic vision plays an important role in the areas of DIBR applications, such as 3D stereoscopic television, arbitrary viewpoint video, traffic regulation, surgery and so on. Image processing algorithm of the objective world model is built on the basis of the theory proposed by
Marr and Poggio in the 8th century. The most fundamental issue of stereo vision is to build threedimensional diagram between a pair of matching relations in a group after correction of threedimensional diagram, find the parallax of each pixel in the target figure in the reference image.
How to get an accurate dense disparity map is the core of image matching algorithm. Most difficult are often occlusions, object boundaries and fine structures, which can appear blurred.
Matching is also challenging for structured environment. Additional practical problems originate from recording and illumination differences. Furthermore, fast calculations are often required, either because of real-time applications or because of large images or many images that have to be processed efficiently. Most of these methods concentrated on stereoscopic image pairs [5] - [7] , e.g., Zhang proposed the reconstruction for intermediate views from stereoscopic images, using the block-wise maximum-likelihood (ML) disparity estimation method [8] [9] . The area-based sum of SSD(sum of squared difference) is calculated over all view in [10] , and an algorithm for disparity estimation with energy-based variational regularization using three image views was presented in [11] .
On the basis of forming dense disparity map and different matching strategy, the stereo matching is divided into local image matching, global image matching and semi-global image matching. Local matching algorithm is also called the method based on window. Including area based matching algorithm, feature based matching algorithm, phase based matching algorithm,and gradient based matching algorithm [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , etc. It usually calculates the size, shape and weight of each pixel to find a suitable support area, and then calculate the weighted mean of disparity values in support area. The ideal support area should cover textureless area and stops at depth discontinuities. It usually adopt local optimization methods to improve the disparity, such as SAD, SSD and other algorithms. As well as global stereo matching algorithm, it's using energy function minimization method to estimate the disparity. However, there's only data item not smooth item in the energy function.
Global matching algorithm adopts the theory of global optimization method to estimate the disparity via building the global energy function [17] [18] . Then achieve the minimum the energy function to get the optimal global disparity. This method could lead to better and more accurate results, but its computation complexity is too high and not suitable for real-time operation. Most popular algorithms are graph cuts, belief propagation and dynamic programming algorithm.
Semi-Global matching algorithm is an improved dynamic programming method essentially. The segment based stereo matching algorithm framework is proposed by Bleyer etc [11, 12] in recent year, and received extensive attention. Figure. As we all known that local methods using winner-takes-all (WTA) method to select the disparities of image, which are usually used in real-time system. However, the limit of the Local methods which could only find the local optimal solution. While the global methods can achieved a excellent matching accuracy by modeling the disparity map surface as a Markov random, and various of optimization methods are used to minimize the cost solutions, such as belief propagation (BP) [22, 23] and graph-cut [24] [25] , dynamic programming [26] , non-linear diffusion [27] , plane-fitting algorithm is adopted to guarantee matching accuracy [28] and so on.
There are many methods to improve the BP, mainly focus on ameliorate the energy function or decrease computation complexity by using segments instead of pixel to pass message [29] .However in real-time stereo system, it is usually difficult to segment object especially in low texture area such as the wall.
Therefore, in this paper we still pass belief messages through pixels and try to improve the way of message passing. This proposed method can achieves good results without using any image segmentation, occlusion handling, or disparity refinement. The experiment results indicate that our method improve the performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Firstly, we describe the Overview of View Synthesis Scheme, in Section II. Then, MRF Model is proposed in Section III. The 8-neighbor based Belief Propagation method is described in section IV. Finally, experimental results and conclusion are given in Section V and VI, respectively.
II. THE CAMERAS GEOMETRY
Ideally, two cameras located in the same horizontal position, whose optical axises are parallel.
Binocular stereo vision in this paper is also based on parallel camera model under the ideal circumstances. The left and right cameras can be imaginary as the eyes, the captured image can be regarded as the picture obtained by the left and right eyes. The depth image could be calculated according to the disparity between the images set.
Showed in Figure 2 , Z represents the depth of point S; f is the focal length of camera; Xr represents the distance between the image P of S which regard the O r as the optical center and the left optical axis; Xt is the distance between the image P' of S which regards the O t as the optical center and the right optical axis; T is the distance of camera baseline.
According to the concept of disparity, we can know that the disparity formed between the left and right projection planes is the distance between P and P' . According to the disparity calculation formula (1), under the ideal case where
, which is the horizontal disparity.
Besides, from the figure (1), ' SSP ∆ and R L SO O ∆ are similar and can easily get the formula showed as below:
Figure.2 Binocular Disparit
According to the formula (2), we can see there is a relationship between disparity and depth, who can be converted to each other. The smaller the disparity is, the bigger the depth is; vice verse.
III MRF MODEL
In this section, we modelling the disparity map as a Markov Random Field. Denoted, is the variable at the location p,q. F={f p }, G={g p } , so we can get the posterior P(X|Y) as:
Where ) (⋅ Ψ expresses the compatibility between neighboring points, ) (⋅ Ψ is called compatibility function between q p g f , , which relates how compatible the disparity value with the intensity differences in the image. Bigger intensity correspond to lower compatibilities, vice-versa.
Taking the log of equation (4), we can get:
Boykov [30] express this equation as:
Where, E(f) is the energy function, so maximizing the probability in (1) is equivalent to minimizing the energy Where, E(f) is the energy function, so maximizing the probability in (1) 
0 pq m is initialized 0. After T th iterations ,we can compute belifes:
In traditional belief propagation (BP)-based algorithm, local cost aggregations of different pixels are repeated travel from whole image to each pixel using 4-neighbor system [31] . A new 8-neighbor based Belief Propagation method is proposed in this section. T is the Local threshold, which is confirmed by the experience value. The solution of others gradients are similar to the left gradient.
For example, if we pass message as follows: We uploaded the results of four image sets, which contains initial disparity map and optimized ones, to the test platform provided by the website http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/.
We got the data showed in table I after quantitative evaluation. In the table, Nonocc means the occlusion area matching error rate; All means overall matching error rate; Disc means disparity boundary matching error rate.
Figure. 6 and Figure.7 show the results using our algorithm mentioned in this paper. The brighter the area is, the greater disparity there is, the smaller the depth it is. We can find that most results are overly smooth because the 8 templets of orientation gradient including more pixels which could result in good quality. Thus, the algorithm in this paper is effective. In Tsukuba, the disparity map with our algorithm has better result with depth discontinuity area. The shape of the lamp is clearly visible though the light pole has a little false match.
In Venus, the disparity map used our algorithm regard the areas which are depth discontinuous as continuous area due to the optimization based on segmentation. This leads to a small area of false matching in the lower left corner. In Teddy, the disparity with our algorithm looks similar to the standard disparity map.
In teddy and Cones, Our result has good boundary matching precision, especially the details in bottom right hand. Our result has nice matching within the depth discontinuous areas and also keeps the details of the original image. 
Result of first iteration

